
 
10.25 inch android Benz screen installation manual 

 

Works for cars both with or without aux. 

 

• Included in shipment: 

•   
• GPS antenna*1 pc 

• Power cable * 1 pc 

• Screen LVDS cable* 1 pc 

• Aux AMI cable * 1pc 

• Screen* 1 pc 

 

Works with all Benz Comand systems 

 



Installation: 
 

• Dismantle the screen and CD radio: 

 
• Use our LVDS to connect to the oem LVDS, and 

the old oem square connector is not used 
anymore. 

• Power plug installation: 

   If OEM plug has no fiber, then directly connect OEM male 

plug to our female plug, and connect our male plug to 

Radio unit(Comand) in behind but if the OEM plug has a 

fiber optic, remove fiber optic from OEM male conector 

and move it to our male conector 

 

 

 



NOTE: 

This android screen use aux to have audio working from 

the Android apps,  

It does not matter if your car has aux or not, both use aux. 

For difference in models, go to setup, and choose corect. 

  

If OEM car has aux, choose aux, if not, you still choose aux 

for ntg4.x, but need to active it. 

 
First choose aux in the setup, then a window will appear, if you choose BT, then it 

will have the option to active it, first choose BT, then change to aux, and window 

will appear. 

 

 



How to know if CAN is correct? 

Refeer to this cable connectors: 

 
Always take out A conector male and female, connect the A/B conector to A, 

then your done unless its still not working, then change to A instead.  

 
 

GPS Signal: 

If you use Android navigation you must install the included gps antenna. 

Gold conector goes to gold socket in back of screen. 

 



Start Up logo options: 

Go to system settings and then factory settings and chose the one that 

asks for a password. Then enter password: 111111 

Here you can chose wich logo you want on startup among many other 

settings. 

 

 

For OLD NGT4: 

 

1.If the CAN data is not right the command button control dont work, then A/B is incorrect 

If connect A/B to A, and command work, then A is correct 

IF not, connect to B to this situations, change to B, A let it be unused, use A male connect to A female like B does now 

2. the screen parameter, numbers 1-10,  

 

if this symbol is KF,AF or CF etc, then its correct, not numbers, change the parametar and swtich to oem  

system, then check the display if command screen work, 



3. If your main problem is that original display dont show, Since your car is old model, we have a small box, you can 

see a red cable, connect that cable to Yellow B+ in the power cable 

 

 

 

Warranty 

 
• warranty for 12 months, and if you still have question, contact us at 

info@ckmcardesign.com 
• And please take videos and 
• pictures of the problems 
• www.ckmcardesign.se 

 


